
Go Jetters
Hey Jet Cadets! It’s time to find out all about the Go Jetters.

Ubercorn

Xuli

Lars

Grandmaster Glitch

Kyan   

Foz   

Ubercorn’s job is to tell the Go Jetters about 
places they will visit by giving them ‘Funky 
Facts’. Ubercorn likes to dance.

Kyan never stays still. He loves running, 
jumping and being outdoors.  Kyan likes to 
say, “Aced it!”

Foz is clever. He likes to sort out problems 
and enjoys looking at maps. Foz is the 
littlest Go Jetter.

Xuli flies the Vroomster. She thinks fast and 
stays cool. Xuli takes photos of places the 
Go Jetters visit.

Lars is good at fixing things. He likes 
visiting big, tall landmarks. Lars thinks the 
Grimbots are funny.

Glitch likes to play tricks. He calls the Go 
Jetters ‘No Jetters’. Glitch loves his teddy 
bear and the Grimbots.
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Go Jetters
1. What are the names of some of the Go Jetters?  Tick two.

Kyan
Jack
Lars

2. Who flies the Vroomster? Tick one.

Ubercorn
Xuli
Grandmaster Glitch

3. What does Kyan like to say? Tick one.

Stay cool!
Funky facts
Aced it!

4. What does Foz like to do? Tick two.

sort out problems
look at maps
fly the Vroomster

5. What does Grandmaster Glitch love? Tick two.

his teddy bear
puppies
the Grimbots
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Go Jetters Answers

1. What are the names of some of the Go Jetters?  Tick two.

Kyan
Jack
Lars

2. Who flies the Vroomster? Tick one.

Ubercorn
Xuli
Grandmaster Glitch

3. What does Kyan like to say? Tick one.

Stay cool!
Funky facts
Aced it!

4. What does Foz like to do? Tick two.

sort out problems
look at maps
fly the Vroomster

5. What does Grandmaster Glitch love? Tick two.

his teddy bear
puppies
the Grimbots

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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Go Jetters
Hey Jet Cadets! The Go Jetters love to zoom around the world and 
look at landmarks. It’s time to find out all about the Go Jetters.

Ubercorn

Xuli

Kyan   

Ubercorn’s job is to tell the Go Jetters about 
places they will visit by telling them ‘Funky 
Facts’. He knows all about gadgets that will 
help the Go Jetters. Ubercorn likes to disco 
dance.

Kyan never stays still. He loves running, 
jumping and being outdoors. Kyan likes 
going on adventures in the Vroomster. He 
likes to say, “Aced it!”

Xuli flies the Vroomster. She thinks fast and 
stays cool. Xuli always has a plan ready to 
help the Go Jetters. Xuli takes selfie photos 
of places the Go Jetters visit.
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Go Jetters

Grandmaster Glitch

Foz   

Foz is clever. He likes to solve puzzles and 
enjoys looking at maps. He is good at maths 
and coding. Foz is the littlest Go Jetter.

Glitch likes to play silly tricks. He calls 
the Go Jetters ‘No Jetters’. Glitch loves the 
Grimbots and his teddy bear, Cuddles. When 
things go wrong, Glitch says, “Grimbles!”

Lars

Lars is good at fixing things and is an 
inventor. He likes visiting big, tall landmarks. 
Lars drives the Truckster. Lars thinks the 
Grimbots are funny.
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Go Jetters
1. What kind of dancing does Ubercorn like to do? Tick one.

disco
ballroom
tap

2. Who takes selfie photos of the places the Go Jetters visit? Tick one.

Lars
Foz
Xuli

3. What is Lars good at? Tick two.

fixing things
flying the Vroomster
inventing

4. Who is the smallest Go Jetter? Tick one.

Xuli
Kyan
Foz

5. Fill in the missing word.

Grandmaster Glitch’s teddy bear is called        .

6. Who drives the Truckster?
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1. What kind of dancing does Ubercorn like to do? Tick one.

disco
ballroom
tap

2. Who takes selfie photos of the places the Go Jetters visit? Tick one.

Lars
Foz
Xuli

3. What is Lars good at? Tick two.

fixing things
flying the Vroomster
inventing

4. Who is the smallest Go Jetter? Tick one.

Xuli
Kyan
Foz

5. Fill in the missing word.

Grandmaster Glitch’s teddy bear is called Cuddles.

6. Who drives the Truckster?

Lars drives the Truckster.

Go Jetters Answers

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Go Jetters
Hey Jet Cadets! The Go Jetters love to zoom around the world 
and look at famous landmarks. It’s time to find out all about the 
Go Jetters.

Ubercorn

Xuli

Ubercorn is the Go Jetters’ guide to the places 
they visit. He tells ‘Funky Facts’ about each 
destination. He is a gadget expert and gets 
click-ons from his turntables to help the Go 
Jetters. Ubercorn likes to disco dance.

Xuli is the Vroomster’s pilot. She thinks fast and 
stays cool under pressure. Xuli always has a 
plan ready to help the Go Jetters. At the end 
of an adventure, Xuli takes a souvenir selfie of 
landmarks the Go Jetters have visited.

Kyan   

Kyan has lots of energy and never stays 
still. He loves gymnastics. Kyan can be a bit 
clumsy and sometimes gets into difficulties. 
Kyan likes going on adventures in the 
Vroomster. He likes to say, “Aced it!”
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Go Jetters

Foz   

Foz is very clever. He likes to solve puzzles and 
enjoys studying maps. He is good at maths 
and coding. Foz is the youngest Go Jetter 
and sometimes he isn’t very confident.

Lars

Lars is good at repairing things. He is the 
tallest Go Jetter. Lars enjoys visiting massive 
landmarks and his favourite is the Eiffel 
Tower. He drives the Truckster. Lars thinks the 
Grimbots are funny. He says “Geographic!”

Grandmaster Glitch

Glitch likes to play silly tricks. He can be 
a bit naughty and calls the Go Jetters ‘No 
Jetters’. Glitch loves the Grimbots and his 
teddy bear, Cuddles. When things go wrong, 
Glitch gets frustrated and says “Grimbles!”
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Go Jetters
1. Draw a line to match the Go Jetter with what they say.

2. Who is a gadget expert? Tick one.

Foz
Lars
Ubercorn

3. Find and copy the word that means ‘fixing’.

 

4. Fill in the missing word. 

Kyan loves         .

5. What is Lars’ favourite landmark?

 

6. What do you think the word ‘souvenir’ means?

 

 

 

 

Kyan

Lars

Glitch

Geographic!

Grimbles!

Aced it!
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1. Draw a line to match the Go Jetter with what they say.

2. Who is a gadget expert? Tick one.

Foz
Lars
Ubercorn

3. Find and copy the word that means ‘fixing’.

repairing

4. Fill in the missing word. 

Kyan loves gymnastics.

5. What is Lars’ favourite landmark?

Lars’ favourite landmark is the Eiffel Tower.

6. What do you think the word ‘souvenir’ means?

Answers should be the children’s own. They may use the 
context of the sentence to suggest it is something to do with 
photos or remembering places.

Go Jetters Answers

✓

Geographic!

Grimbles!

Aced it!

Kyan

Lars

Glitch
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